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Agenda
• Evidence needs for regulators and payers
• Optimising product development programs for
reimbursement success
• Comparative effectiveness research / relative
effectiveness
• Impact of HTA in Europe
• Conclusions
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EVIDENCE NEEDS FOR REGULATORS
AND PAYERS
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Three distinct sources of evidence
 Demonstration of
safety and
efficacy
generated in
randomized,
controlled, and
tightly monitored
studies

Registration

Effectiveness

“Satisfy
Regulators,
Providers &
Payers”

“Satisfy
Providers and
Patients”

Value

 Demonstration of
effectiveness in
“real world”
situations as well
as additional
endpoints of
interest to
providers

“Satisfy Payers”

 Demonstration of health
economic benefits of a drug,
including quality of life
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Source: “Medical Affairs Recommendations for the Commercialization Process” Oct 2006, Interviews Wes Daniels, Oct 2006, Synthesis Nov 2006

Value
Strength of product
evidence

High

Low
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Safety
Efficacy

Value to the
patient
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QOL

1
1

3
Low

5
High

Perceived importance of attribute
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What evidence is sufficient?
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Eichler et al, Nature Reviews 2010

Decision makers on the road to
market access
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Eichler et al, Nature Reviews 2010
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Eichler, EURO DIA 2011

OPTIMISING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS FOR REIMBURSEMENT
SUCCESS
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Value evidence generation in development
Target/Candidate
Selection

VALUE PROPOSITION

Phase I

Phase II/POC

Reimbursement: desk research, external advice*
Develop/test value hypotheses
Burden of Illness, unmet need
Target endpoints and claims , PRO development
Assess reimbursement and access needs

Hypothesize

Early economic modelling, pricing research
PhIIb: Ensure clinical devt plans address payer needs
Identify possible sub‐populations
Substantiate

Phase IIb

PRO validation (if required)
PhIII: Meaningful endpoints, comparators
Burden of Illness Studies

Phase III

‘Value Dossier’ and local submissions
Economic model, budget impact model(s)
PRO analyses

Phase IV/Post
Marketing

‘Real World ‘ effectiveness, cost‐effectiveness
‘Managed Access’: further study commitments
Adapt models, disease management tools

Based on: Sollano JA, Kirsch J, Bala MV, Chambers MG et. al.
Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics (2008); 84, 2, 263–26

Integrate

Communicate

*External advisors/payer input obtained
iteratively throughout product development

Value Evidence Generation during
Product Development Program
• Planning a variety of studies
– Burden of illness (observational)
• Understanding epidemiology

– Randomised Controlled Trials to demonstrate safety and
efficacy (interventional)
• Design considering regulatory and payer requirements

– Chart reviews (observational)
• E.g. Resource utilisation

– Existing database analyses (observational)
• E.g. Pharmacovigilance
Post Licensing
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Key clinical trial design features
• Populations/subgroups of interest
• Outcome Measures
• Comparators
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COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS
RESEARCH / RELATIVE EFFECTIVENESS
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Relative Effectiveness (RE)*
Objective
To develop principles, methodological guidance as well as functional
online tools and policies for REA by identifying areas where
methodological guidance is needed and by providing it, suggesting
ways to integrate REA of pharmaceuticals as a special version of the
Core Model. In addition to test and implement a REA of (a group) of
pharmaceuticals in line with the core HTA development.
Deliverables
1) A methodological guidance that will be appropriate for the
assessment of relative effectiveness of pharmaceuticals (Dec 2012)
2) A relative effectiveness assessment of a (group) of
pharmaceutical(s) (Mar 2012)
*EUnetHTA [HTA network of agencies across Europe] Work Package 5 “Relative Effectiveness of Pharmaceuticals”
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EMA and EUnetHTA Joint Action collaboration on EPAR and RE (Feb 2010)

Study designs for assessing RE
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Eichler et al, Nature Reviews 2010

IMPACT OF HTA IN EUROPE
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Relationships in healthcare systems
Patient
Competent
Authorities

Regulation

Healthcare
system

Payers

HTA

Appraisal

Industry
Deml, Euro DIA 2011

Guidance
Data
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Regulation

Synthesise all available evidence
• Assessing relative effectiveness from RCT’s
– Increasing acceptance of Network Meta‐Analysis ‐
can increase uncertainty, depends upon similarity
and consistency of evidence
– Availability of data to investigate
populations/subgroups of interest
• Assessing randomised vs observational evidence
– Comparability, identification, description and
reporting of biases and limitations
– May have inconsistent results/conclusions
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Understanding sources of
uncertainty
• Quality of systematic review
– Was there a pre‐defined protocol, search criteria
etc?

• Quality of clinical trials
– How well were randomised trials conducted?

• Quality of observational research
– Were confounders, selection bias and information
bias minimised in design and analysis?
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Quantifying uncertainty for HTA
decision making
• Evidence synthesis forms basis for a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’
decision by payers
• Modelling and simulation used to
 Consider wide range of potential scenarios
o Vary assumptions
 Extrapolate clinical and cost outcomes
o Beyond clinical trial
• Uncertainty in whole evidence package must be
explored and quantified to aid decision making
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CONCLUSIONS
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Design product development
programs for regulators and payers
Include the needs of
payers in clinical trial
programs, essential for
value evidence
generation

Foster a strong
collaboration between
Health Economics,
Clinical, Biostatistics and
Regulatory

Clear roles and
responsibilities ensure
effective use of
expertise, skills and
resources
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Best Practices
Effective communication of value evidence generation
activities across the whole product life‐cycle

Early engagement and cross‐functional alignment on
regulatory and market access hurdles

Being flexible and adaptable to a changing and evolving
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